
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Executive summary: 
Working on the construction of the Destination Manager Profile obliged partners to reflect on the processes 

which a DM should perform and to develop a set of measurable competences to guarantee a standardized level 

of performance. The applied  method focuses at first stage on DM work process analysis.  Basing on the PDCA 

(Plan/Do/Check/Act) circle all related actions results and continual improvement mechanisms, partners 

deployed skills and knowledge relating to single competences. 

 Discussions about the future concrete use of the Profile such as  

 Curriculum Development, 

 Competence Assessment  

 National and international levels of impact  

encouraged partners to refer to ISO Standards, specifically ISO 17024, ISO 29990 and professional standards on 

European  (EN) and global level (ISO) in general.  
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1. SCOPE 

This deliverable  

 Displays the approach applied for the skills/tasks analysis of the Destination Manager (DM); 

 Displays the results of skills/tasks analysis of the DM; 

 Contains a discussion of the skills/tasks analysis results, recommendation for the qualification profile 

and the standards. 

  

 

2. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

All terms and definition are taken from ISO norms and/or EU official documents 

 

2.1. Professional Standard or Professional Profile 

agreed set of characteristics, competences or rules that describes the work of a professional to be used 

consistently as good principles, practices or guidelines. The point of a standard is to provide a reliable basis 

for people to share the same expectations about a product or service 

 

2.2. Competence 

knowledge, understanding, skill or attitude that is observable or measurable, or both observable and 

measurable, which is applied and mastered in a given work situation and in professional development or in 

both professional and personal development 

 

2.3 Process  

set of interrelated or interacting activities that use inputs to deliver an intended result (output) 

 

2.4. Learning Outcomes  

verifiable statements of what learners are expected to know, understand and be able to do. Learning 

outcomes statements are typically characterised by the use of active verbs expressing knowledge, 

comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation, etc… 
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2.5 Certification  

formal process by which an accredited or authorized person or agency assesses and verifies trough an 

official certificate the attributes, characteristics, quality, qualification, or status of individual or 

organizations in accordance with established requirements or standards 

 

2.6 Terms and definitions regarding method of  standard development 

 

2.6.1 Object of observation.  

product, process or result potential assessors observe to measure and evaluate each single process 

performed by the professional. Example of object of observation are: documents, process performance, 

products, and so on. 

 

2.6.2 Indicators.  

variables (operational representation of an attribute: quality, characteristic, property) used to detect 

empirically the criteria of acceptability of the performance. They are measured by descriptors. 

Examples of indicators are: “completeness of the analysis”, “relevance of items”, “conciseness”, 

“clearness”, “coherence”  

 

2.6.3 Descriptors 

scales of attributes  that define the level (or the quality) of the indicators and represent a hierarchy of 

precision degrees (Rubric). Descriptors rubric is a range grid (usually not more than 5), where 1 is the 

lowest range and 5 is the highest, and their strength is a high level of  objectiveness. 

 

2.6.4 Input  
Knowledge, ideas, information, that are used as the beginning of the process. 
 
2.6.5. Output is intentional, direct effect of a process, what it is expected once the process has been 
completed 
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3. THE APPROACH  

3.1 According to the Vector project, the Destination Manager (DM) Standard specifies requirements for 

professionals who work in the tourist field. The DM description should reflect -but at the same time 

overcome- the local needs. The main issue is how to balance international level and local experiences.  

 

When discussing the approach for the skills/tasks analysis of the DM, we considered following starting points: 

 Each partner (Italy, Portugal and Spain) has its own regulations about the definition of VET Profiles; 

 An adaptation to a pre-existing Standard model would have reduced the value of other models; 

 No existing model satisfies completely the demand of the private sector, which is considered to be the 

main beneficiary of the DM activities. 

 

For this reason, TÜV Thüringen Italia (TTI), leader partner of the WP3, decided to propose a flexible and accurate 

approach for the definition of the DM that guarantees impartiality, fairness and reliability in the evaluation of 

clearly defined and measurable competences. TTI experience in Quality Assurance field allowed integrating the 

approach: 

 With Certification of persons (ISO 17024) related Standards; 

 With standards related to learning services for non-formal education and training (ISO 29990); 

 With the goal of achieving and promoting a globally accepted benchmark for Education and 

Stakeholders.   

 

3.2 According to what said above, for the skills/tasks analysis of the DM we chose a competence-based 

approach, which is described and works as follows. 

To possess a competence means to be able to solve complex tasks in the analysed occupational field. Each 

competence is conceived as the sum of different processes. A process is activated by an input (instructions, 

information, orders, work descriptions, requests etc.) and produces an output. From an input we reach an 

output through different actions, using objects, materials, tools or machinery, applying procedures, skills, 

knowledge, methods, standards, rules.  

In our approach it exists a strong link between the description of a competence (process) and its syntax. 

Each process requires:      and its syntax is: 

Competence Description  Verb (infinitive) + object 

Definition of the input (instructions, information, 

ordesr, work descriptions, requests…) 

Starting from… 
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Definition of the action Verb at the present form 

Description of the object used (materials, tools or 

machinery) 

Using 

Description of Procedures methods, standards, 

rules… 

Applying… 

 

3.3  As the approach for the definition of the DM Standard is competence-based and considers competence 

as processes, evaluating competences means therefore to evaluate processes. 

In order to evaluate each process it is fundamental to define exactly: 

a. The object of observation. The object of observation is what we are going to observe processes / results 

to be observed, tested, measured and evaluated. The object of observation can be a process, a product 

or a result. Example of object of observation are: documents, performance, products, and so on. 

 

b. The indicators. Indicators are the elements that define and describe the observable aspects of the 

assessed competence and are strongly linked to the object of observation. Indicators should always be 

written as nouns. Indicators are one of the most important part of the whole procedures, because only 

through their definition we can be sure of what we want to assess. Examples of indicators are: 

“completeness of the analysis”, “relevance of items”, “conciseness”, “clearness”, “coherence” For each 

part of the competence we can have more than one indicator. Through the indicators it is possible to 

evaluate also those parts of key competences (ability to work in groups, problem solving, 

collaboration…) which are not specific for a particular standard but can be considered necessary for a 

balanced ability to work. 

 

c. The descriptors. Descriptors relates to indicators and represent a hierarchy of precision degrees 

(Rubric). Descriptors can be expressed with a simple “yes” or “no” or can describe in details, which 

precision level of performance /result, the assessed person can obtain (Rubric). Descriptors are a scale 

of attributes, which describe in very accurate way and in clear language the execution level of the 

assessed competence. Well defined descriptors are one of the main key of the evaluation that reduces 

subjectivity. Assessment is to be consistent with the evidence guide: poor or good are not sufficient 

elements, it should be clear which is the range of context and conditions to which the performance 

criteria is evaluated. Descriptors rubric is a range grid (usually not more than 5, where 1 is the lowest 

range and 5 is the highest) and their strength is the objectiveness. Actually, the definition of descriptors 

should avoid the influence of personal feelings or opinions. A key concept in using descriptors is the idea 

of ‘exemplification’, meaning that such statements need to be interpreted and understood in relation to 
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concrete examples of what they mean in practice. Measurability of competence depends on 

objectiveness and preciseness of descriptors. It is by sharing and negotiating through examples of 

practice that agreement in judgement and transparency is more likely to be reached. 

 

 

See Annex 1 Standard Template 

 

The Standard Template contains all the elements above described. To fill it in, it is necessary to identify 

the main competences (usually no more than five) and all the processes that constitute a single 

competence. Each process is activated by an input and produces an output. The output of the first 

process is the input of the next one, so that the activities are all related, the one to the following. The 

final output of a whole competence process will be the input for the next competence and so on.  

 

 

4. THE RESULT  

 

4.1  During the second partners meeting in Faro the partners reached an agreement on the approach. The 

next step was to identify the main competences.  

According to the Project a Destination Manager should fulfil the 5° Level of EQF in terms of autonomy, so the 

competences for the proposed Standard have been defined accordingly.  

The five main competences are as follows: 

1. To analyse the market 

2. To organize resources 

3. To coordinate actors and stakeholders 

4. To promote the territory 

5. To manage and solve problems 

As you can notice, none of these competences is specific for the DM activities. Actually only processes that 

constitutes them identify their specific features. That is the reason why it was important to set clearly the terms 

to use.   

After the meeting in Faro, the partners grouped in couples, filled the template in. Each couple had the task of 

analysing a competence. During summer a detailed description of the processes of the DM was finally 

developed. TTI had the task to coordinate the job, integrate missing parts and harmonise all results in order to 

produce a coherent scheme. A meeting with some stakeholders enabled to verify the proposal and to make the 
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necessary changes. Every partner verified and accepted the final result. The final result consists in the filled-in 

model, with the five main competences and their indicators described. 

 

See Annex 2 DM Standard 

The DM Standard is the result of a partner collaboration and Coordinator integration. It was essential to give 

the scheme a coherent vision of the expertise of a Destination Manager. The amount of inserted elements 

demonstrates the wideness of activities a Destination Manager should perform and will be analysed carefully to 

be sure to respect the 5th level of EQF.    

 

 

4.2  The DM standard will be the base for the Curriculum Development.  For this reason, after the first deep 

analysis (identification of competences and descriptors), it was necessary to re-organize the information 

gathered in a Summary of DM Standard. It was later easier to write the learning outcomes.  

 

See Annex 3 Summary of DM Standard 

The Summary of DM Standard assembles the different objects and procedures of the processes in order to 

identify what is needed to perform the actions. The columns are four: Input – Output – Through- Applying. 

The column Through represents the description of Procedures methods, standards, rules… The column 

Applying represents the description of the object used. 

 

4.3  The definition of the standard has been compared with the result of WP2 (Survey on skills needs and 

catalogue of existing BPs), in order to verify that all the items proposed by stakeholders and experts of tourism 

had been taken in consideration. Following the result of the comparison. 

Figure 1 Area of activities according to the DM Standard described by partners in the Template. The percentage refers to the number 

of times that the items are present in the field using/applying in annex 3 
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Figure 2 Results of the interview to the question “What a DM should know”. The percentage is referred to the number of positive 

questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Results of the interview to the question “What a DM should do”. The percentage is referred to the number of positive questions 
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Some points present an important discrepancy. Therefore we decided to ask some partners to understand the 

reason and what changes to the model need to be done. The result of this analysis will be taken in account for 

the deliverable 3.2. 

 

2.4  The project proposed to integrate the ECVET and the ECTS systems. These tools use the learning outcomes 

approach to develop a credit system that can be recognised by VET Institution all over Europe.  

The third step was therefore to create a table where the results obtained so far could be read as learning 

outcomes, skills and knowledge. 

 

See Annex 4 Learning Outcomes, Skills and Knowledge 

The Learning Outcomes, Skills and Knowledge table is the result of previous tables. For each competence and 

each process described, we identified Skills and knowledge. The aim was to easier define the curriculum. 

 

Learning outcomes are the effects of learning. Learners become competent and serve to meet organizational 

goals. 

In traditional methods of curriculum development-based lessons, learning outcomes are identified as skills and 

knowledge. On the other hand, innovative methods of competence-definition based on action learning define 

learning outcomes in terms of solving complex tasks.  

The approach for the Curriculum development in the context of the Vector project has not been defined yet and 

will be developed in WP4. 

It is very likely that partners will decide for a mixed approach. To allow partners a traditional way of curriculum 

development, TTI deducted from its competence and complex tasks based on professional standard a list of 

skills and knowledge. 
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5. RECOMMENDATION 

The new methodology used to describe Destination Manager duties and tasks enables WP4 to create an 

innovative curriculum open to young students, but also to professionals who want to update their experience. A 

credit system can allow participants to enter only the modules needed. We suggest WP4 to keep on going with 

innovation, following the indications present in ISO 29990. 
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7. ANNEX 1 STANDARD TEMPLATE 

Starting from …the Destination managerusing … applying … in order to  …Object of observationIndicators Weight of 

Indicator

Rubric Object of observation

Input Verb Object1 Object 2 Object 3 Procedures Standards Methods, 

Principles

Output noun from 1 to 

5

1 2 3 4 5

a request 

from a 

client

a 

proposal 

of area's 

possibiliti

es

A 

document 

with the 

identificat

ion of the 

offer

The 

identificat

ion of the 

offer

A 

proposal 

of 

network

A 

proposal 

of 

network

Marketing 

plan

Marketing 

plan

an 

increase 

of tourism 

in that 

area - 

client 

satisfacti

on

yes = 5

no = 1
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8. ANNEX 2 DM STANDARD  

Complex 

task 

(Assessment 

Competence 

Description)

Starting from … the Destination manager using … applying … in order to  … Object of observation Indicators

Verb 

(infinitive) + 

Object

Input Verb Object1 Object 2 Object 3 Procedures Standards Methods, 

Principles

Output noun

To analyse 

the market

a request from a 

client

prepares an hypothesis research, analysis face to face 

meeting

study the territory 

and its resources; 

identify 

alternatives

communicatio

n and social 

abilities

Goals 

definition

present a coherent 

proposal (tailor made)

proposal Coherence and feasibility of 

the proposal

a tailor made 

proposal

contacts the client phone, email, 

Skype

face to face 

meeting

communicatio

n and social 

abilities

ask questions a signed  contract with 

goals, timetable, 

budget,salary

contract coherence between goals, 

timetable, salary

signed contract collects data on the area Books, Reports, 

Guides

Different 

resources to 

get information  

(web, ecc.), 

data bases

Analyse the 

information

techniques for 

gathering and 

analysing data

To get a first map of the 

existing

map number of information 

gathered

map interviews local actors face to face 

meetings

communication 

abilities

techniques for 

interviewing

get the characteristics of 

touristic demand and offer

interviews quality of questions

reads the market demand contacts with 

stakeholders

analyse tourist trends data reporting quantity and completeness of 

data

undertakes consumers research understand strengths and 

weakness

SWOT quantity and completeness of 

data

data reporting analyses competitors market analysis, 

on line surveys

computer skills 

/ information 

technology

ability to interpret 

technique and 

statistical methods 

/ data

identify winning models,  

specific and contextualized 

offers  undertake analysis 

of alternative business 

model

results of analysis quantity and completeness of 

data

map identifies public entities to 

involve

relations get an agreement for 

collaboration

list of entities completeness

the characteristics 

of touristic demand 

and offer

makes 

hypothesis

for matching offer and 

demand

contacts with  

stakeholders

investigation of 

local, economic 

and social 

activities

produce tourism strategies 

and economic impact 

studies for implementation

Implementation plan feasibility of the plan

tourism studies integrates the information 

obtained

consulting data 

bases,public and 

private tourism 

entities

satisfaction 

questionnaires

ability to interpret 

technique and 

statistical methods 

/ data

report and 

measure

a proposal of area's 

possibilities

proposal coherence of the proposal

characteristics of 

tourist demand and 

offer

on line surveys ability to interpret 

technique and 

statistical methods 

/ data

 
To organize 

the 

resources

the main 

cultural/historical 

resources

Profile, Lists quantity and quality of 

information

the main natural 

resources

Number of items

a proposal of 

area's possibilities

selects the main 

SMEs/institutions 

providing services 

related to 

cultural/historical/natur

al/tourist/economic 

resources

Desk surveys analysis of 

databases 

(from chamber 

of Commerce, 

national 

institute of 

statistics, etc.)

interviews in 

depth with the 

local 

economic 

development 

agencies

a report with the selection 

of local SMEs and their 

references (numbers, 

emails, etc.)

report Number of references 

obtained

the main providers of 

cultural/historical/natur

al/tourist services (local 

tourist agencies…)

visits to local 

providers

face to face 

meetings

visits to local SMEs Catalogue of the existing 

offer of 

cultural/historical/natural/

tourist services

Catalogue number of services described 

in each catalogue

Public entities and local 

associations

meetings web contacts establish memorandums of 

understanding

memorandum congruity of items. Language 

used

the catalogue and 

memorandums

performs social dialogue among 

the local stakeholders 

(SMEs, local 

public&private 

institutions, 

associations, etc.)

meetings with 

groups of local 

stakeholders

achieve a full motivated 

engagement of local 

stakeholders

organization of 

meetings

Number of stakeholders 

involved . Number of 

participants. % between 

invited and participants

results of meetings collects all the documentation Focus group with 

experts/represent

atives of the local 

tourist supply 

analysis of local 

tourism supply 

chain

draft a document with the 

identification of the 

destination offer

document number of products, services 

and experiences included in 

the destination offer

the report

A proposal of area 

possibilities

selects Desk surveys in depth interviews 

with cultural 

stakeholders and  

responsibles

a cultural/historical profile  

and a list of the main 

natural resources of the 

destination

contacts
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To 

coordinate 

actors 

aD23:P38old

ers
A document with 

the identification 

of the offer

hypothesizes economics aspects and 

solutions

create a win win network, 

identify common goals and 

ways of working

hypothesis of network congruity of items. Language 

used

hypothesis of networkcontacts the most important 

actors one by one

web, phone, face 

to face meetings

communication 

abilities

quantify their investments, 

hypothesis of costs and 

incomes

template of economic 

plan

congruity of items. Language 

used

hypothesis of networkorganizes 

meetings

with actors divided by 

sectors

communication 

abilities

negotiate diverging needs communication 

abilities

negotiation capacity

hypothesis of networkdefines the structure of the 

networks with duties, 

responsibilities and 

obligations

analysis and 

management 

abilities

analytic and 

problem 

solving

draft a network structure 

with duties, 

responsibilities and 

obligations

structure of network completeness of information 

and rules

structure of 

network

engages private and public 

actors/stakeholders

phone, meetings communication

s tools

communication 

abilities

analytic and 

problem 

solving

to sign a network 

agreement and to create a 

business model

business model coherence of items

To promote 

the territory

Network and 

business model

coordinates operators coordination 

abilities

have a detailed marketing 

plan with steps, duties and 

costs

marketing plan coherence between cost, 

activities and results

Marketing plan creates brand image of area design experts design tools advertising 

knowledge

design skills brand recognition brand name and 

trademark of area

originality and functionality of 

the brand

brand name and 

trademark of area

develops platforms for joint 

marketing

computing 

professionals

hardware and 

software tools

computer 

knowledge

computer 

techniques

web platform web site feasibility and easy of use

marketing plan, 

brand name and 

trademark of area

designs promotion plan tourist resources Material and 

human 

resources 

available

organizational 

abilities

diagram and 

detail of 

promotion 

alternatives

develop project plan with 

key milestones:  working 

paper planning  goals, time-

line, and activities

project plan completeness of the plan

A working paper creates and/or 

organizes

tourist informations 

points

human resources related offices management 

abilities

provide on-site tourist 

information

points of tourist 

information

number of people employed. 

Number of information 

quantities of materials 

deliveredA working paper organizes cultural and sport 

events, tours, itineraries

local agents local actors creativity and 

marketing abilities

a cultural and sport 

catalogue with agenda and 

leisure activities

agenda number of proposals

A working paper puts on display tourist products local authorities advertising 

agencies

advertising media graphic and 

computer 

material

promotional actions guides, posters, 

internet, social media, 

etc.

number of diversification 

media

tourist trends 

analysis

creates tailor mad package 

tours

customer needs 

analysis

local offers marketing rules marketing 

rules

diversify the proposals 

according to various 

clients

proposals number of proposals

tourist trends 

analysis

identifies activities for elders and 

disables

local offers to improve sustainability special activities 

proposed

number of special offers. 

Respect of special needs in 

the proposalsCatalogue of the 

existing offer of 

cultural/historical/

natural/tourist 

services

promotes business tourism, 

conference, academic 

training

relations magazines and 

publications

organizational 

abilities, 

communication 

abilities

design skills organize  conferences and 

meetings.  Increase:

geographic diversification

temporal diversification

motivational diversification

Market diversification

number of conferences 

organized

number of conferences 

organized

 

 

To manage 

and solve 

problems

Business model 

Marketing plan.

controls profits and market 

research

Documents, 

statistics, 

yearbooks, etc.

interviews market analysis 

techniques

monitor profits and 

expenses comparing them 

with the course of the 

market

summary document capacity of reading the market

Summary 

document. 

Business model. 

Marketing plan.

follows up tourism sector 

companies and public 

administrations

Documents training 

methods: 

conference 

classes, …

communication and 

coordination 

abilities

goals of the 

marketing 

plan

get a review of the plan review document. 

Updated marketing 

plan

calculation abilities

Network follows up tourism sector 

companies and public 

administrations

Documents, 

surveys, 

interviews

communication and 

coordination 

abilities

goals of the 

network

verify the quality of 

relationships, duties, roles 

and refreshing needs

summary document. 

Indicators

Quality and quantity of items

summary 

document

organizes training opportunities training 

methods: 

conference 

classes, …

have some specific 

refresher courses every 

year

courses organized coherence with needs and 

programme. Number of 

courses. Number of 

participants

a cultural and sport 

catalogue with 

agenda and leisure 

activities

verifies tourists' satisfaction Computer / 

Laptop / tablet 

/mobile

paper organizational 

abilities

surveys create a quality control 

document

items of the surveys to 

verify the level of 

satisfaction

number and coherence of 

items

quality control 

document

implements corrective actions meetings paper, phone, 

Internet, 

interviews

communication 

abilities

improve and solve the 

problems

implementing 

procedures

correctness of procedures 

(PDCA)

Website 

Management 

software

checks the use and 

effectiveness

Computer / 

Laptop / tablet

software 

training

computer 

knowledge

administration 

and 

management 

techniques

effective management: 

reducing time and costs

checking list presence of solutions



 

 

 

9. ANNEX 3 SUMMARY OF DM STANDARD  

Input Output Through 
 

using/applying 
 

To analyse the market 

a request from a client 
presentation of  a coherent 

proposal (tailor made) 
 the preparation of hypothesis and research and 

analysis 

Goals definition 

face to face meeting 

study the territory and its resources; 
identify alternatives 

communication and social abilities 

a tailor made proposal 
 a signed  contract with goals, 

salary,  timetable, budget 
the contact with the client 

phone, email, skype 

communication and social abilities 

face to face meeting 

questions 

signed contract  a first map of the existing collection of data on the area 

Books, Reports, Guides   

Different resources to get information  
(web, etc.), data bases 

Analysis of  the information 

techniques for gathering and analysing 
data 

map get the characteristics of touristic interviews with local actors and face to face communication abilities 
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demand and offer meetings techniques for interviewing   

characteristics of tourist demand and 
offer 

analyse tourist trends 

the reading of market demand and on line 
surveys. Consumers research 

ability to interpret technique and 
statistical methods / data 

understand strengths and 
weakness 

contacts with stakeholders 

data reporting identify winning models,  specific 
and contextualized offers  

undertake analysis of alternative 
business model 

analysis of competitors. Market analysis, on line 
surveys 

computer skills / information 
technology 

ability to interpret technique and 
statistical methods / data 

map 
get an agreement for 

collaboration 
identification of public entities to involve. 

Relations  
  

the characteristics of touristic demand 
and offer 

produce tourism strategies and 
economic impact studies for 

implementation 

 hypothesis for matching offer and demand. 
contacts with  stakeholders 

investigation of local, economic and 
social activities 

tourism studies a proposal of area's possibilities 
integration of the information obtained.  The 

consulting data bases, public and private 
tourism entities 

satisfaction questionnaires 

ability to interpret technique and 
statistical methods / data 

report and measure 
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To organize the resources 

A proposal of area possibilities 
a cultural/historical profile  and a 
list of the main natural resources 

of the destination 

a selection of the main cultural/historical 
resources/the main natural resources. Desk 

surveys   

 in depth interviews with cultural 
stakeholders and  responsibles 

a proposal of area's possibilities 

a report with the selection of 
local SMEs and their references 
(numbers, emails, etc.) 

 a selection of the main SMEs/institutions 
providing services related to 

cultural/historical/natural/tourist/economic 
resources. Desk surveys.  analysis of databases 

(from chamber of Commerce, national institute of 
statistics, etc.) 

 interviews in depth with the local 
economic development agencies 

the report 

Catalogue of the existing offer of 
cultural/historical/natural/tourist 

services  

contacts with the main providers of 
cultural/historical/natural/tourist services (local 
tourist agencies…). Visits to local providers. Face 
to face meetings. Contacts  and meetings with 

Public entities and local associations. 

visits to local SMEs 

establish memorandums of 
understanding 

web contacts 

the catalogue and memorandums 
achieve a full motivated 

engagement of local 
stakeholders 

performing social dialogue among the local 
stakeholders (SMEs, local public&private 

institutions, associations, etc.) Meetings with 
groups of local stakeholders 

  

results of meetings 
draft a document with the 

identification of the destination 
offer 

Collection of all the documentation. Focus group 
with experts/representatives of the local tourist 

supply chain 
analysis of local tourism supply chain 
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TITLE 

 

 
To coordinate actors and stakeholders 

A document with the identification of the 
offer 

create a win win network, 
identify common goals and ways 
of working 

hypothesis of economics aspects and solutions   

hypothesis of network  quantify their investments, 
hypothesis of costs and incomes 

contacts with the most important actors one by 
one 

communication abilities 

    web, phone, face to face meetings communication abilities 

hypothesis of network negotiate diverging needs 
organization of  meetings with actors divided by 

sectors  
communication abilities 

hypothesis of network 
draft a network structure with 

duties, responsibilities and 
obligations 

definition of the structure of the networks with 
duties, responsibilities and obligations 

analytic and problem solving 

analysis and management abilities 

structure of network 
to sign a network agreement and 

to create a business model 

engagement of private and public 
actors/stakeholders using phone, communications 

tools, or organizing meetings 

communication abilities 

 
 

analytic and problem solving 
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TITLE 

 

To promote the territory 

Network and business model have a detailed marketing plan 
with steps, duties and costs coordination of operators coordination abilities 

Marketing plan brand recognition 
creation of brand image of area, with design 

experts and design tools 

advertising knowledge 

design skills 

brand name and trademark of area web platform 
development of platforms for joint marketing with 

computing professionals using hardware and 
software tools 

computer knowledge 

computer techniques 

marketing plan, brand name and 
trademark of area 

develop project plan with key 
milestones:  working paper 

planning  goals, time-line, and 
activities 

design of a promotion plan, with  tourist 
resources, checking material and human resources 

available 

organizational abilities 

diagram and detail of promotion 
alternatives 

A working paper provide on-site tourist 
information 

creation and/or organization of tourist 
information points, human resources, related 

offices 
management abilities 

A working paper a cultural and sport catalogue 
with agenda and leisure activities 

organization of cultural and sport events, tours, 
itineraries with local agents and local actors 

creativity and marketing abilities 

A working paper promotional actions 
putting on display tourist products, with the help 

of local authorities and advertising agencies 

advertising media 

graphic and computer material 

tourist trends analysis diversify the proposals according 
to various clients 

creation of tailor mad package tours trough 
customer needs analysis and local offers 

marketing rules 

tourist trends analysis to improve sustainability identification of local offers and activities for 
elders and disables 

  

Catalogue of the existing offer of 
cultural/historical/natural/tourist services  

organize  conferences and 
meetings.  Increase: 

geographic diversification 
temporal diversification 

motivational diversification 
Market diversification 

promotion of business tourism, conference, 
academic training, via magazines and publications, 

relations,  

organizational abilities, 
communication abilities 

design skills 
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TITLE 

 

To manage and solve problems 

Business model Marketing plan.  monitor profits and expenses 
comparing them with the course 
of the market  

control of profits and market research, using 
documents, statistics, yearbooks, etc, market 

analysis techniques, interviews 

  

Summary document. Business model. 
Marketing plan.  

get a review of the plan 
follows up of tourism sector companies and public 

administrations, training Documents, training  
methods: conference classes, … 

communication and coordination 
abilities 

goals of the marketing plan 

Network 
verify the quality of 

relationships, duties, roles and 
refreshing needs 

follows up of tourism sector companies and public 
administrations, 

communication and coordination 
abilities 

goals of the network 

summary document have some specific refresher 
courses every year  organization of training opportunities using 

training methods: conference classes, … 
  

a cultural and sport catalogue with 
agenda and leisure activities 

 create a quality control 
document 

verification of tourists' satisfaction using 
Computer / Laptop / tablet /mobile, paper 

organizational abilities 

surveys 

quality control document improve and solve the problems implementation of corrective actions trough 
meetings, using paper, phone, Internet, 

interviews, 
communication abilities 

Website Management software effective management: reducing 
time and costs checking of the use and effectiveness using 

Computer/ Laptop / tablet, software training   

computer knowledge 

administration and management 
techniques 

 



 

 

8. ANNEX 4 LEARNING OUTCOMES, SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

Learning outcomes Skills knowledge 

To analyse the market 

to present  coherent proposals (tailor 
made) 

Defining priorities in achieving objectives Goals definition 

to do research and analysis search and analysis 
techniques 

study the territory and its resources   

communication and social abilities, face to face 
meetings 

  

to prepare  contract with goals, 
salary,  timetable, budget 

communication and social abilities   

business management accounting and 
budgeting 

 to create  maps of  existing resources collect of data on the area   

Analysis of  the information Different resources to 
get information  

(web, etc.), data base to have an innovative, prospective 
and proactive vision 

 

 Gather and interpret relevant data techniques for 
gathering and 
analysing data 

to understand the characteristics of 
touristic demand and offer 

prepare and submits interview and questionnaire statistics 

techniques for 
interviewing 

 to analyse tourist trends the reading of market demand and on line 
surveys. Consumers research 

market demand. 
Consumers research 

to recognize and understand 
strengths and weakness 

ability to interpret technique and statistical 
methods / data 

techniques and 
statistical methods / 

data 

to identify winning models and 
undertake analysis of alternative 

business model 

analysis of competitors. Market analysis, on line 
surveys 

computer skills / 
information 
technology 

technique and 
statistical methods / 

data 

to get  agreement for collaborations recognition identification of public entities to 
involve. 

Local, national and 
international laws 

about tourism 

to produce tourism strategies and 
economic impact studies for 

implementation 

hypothesis for matching offer and demand. 
Contacts with  stakeholders 

investigation 
techniques 

to make proposals of area's 
possibilities 

ability to interpret technique and statistical 
methods / data 

satisfaction 
questionnaires 

consulting data bases, public and private tourism 
entities 

report and measure 
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TITLE 

 

Learning outcomes Skills knowledge 

To organize the resources 

Define a cultural/historical profile  
and a write a list of the main natural 

resources of the destination 

select  the main cultural/historical resources/the 
main natural resources. 

The resources of the 
territory, its history 

and culture 

Desk surveys 

Write a report with the selection of 
local SMEs and their references 

(numbers, emails, etc.) 

select the main SMEs/institutions providing 
services related to 

cultural/historical/natural/tourist/economic 
resources. 

analysis of databases 
(from chamber of 

Commerce, national 
institute of statistics, 
etc.) Techniques to 

write reports 

Create a catalogue of the existing 
offer of 

cultural/historical/natural/tourist 
services 

Contact the main providers of 
cultural/historical/natural/tourist services (local 

tourist agencies…). Relate with Public entities and 
local associations. 

Local, national and 
international laws 

about tourism 

establish memorandums of 
understanding 

Apply organizational and planning techniques 
 

Fundamentals of 
organization and 

management 
Working in contexts of social responsibility 

 

achieve a full motivated engagement 
of local stakeholders 

performing social dialogue among the local 
stakeholders (SMEs, local public&private 

institutions, associations, etc.) Meetings with 
groups of local stakeholders 

Communication and 
social abilities 

Design and manage projects. 
 
 

 

Initiative and 
entrepreneurship. 

 

draft a document with the 
identification of the destination offer 

Collect all the documentation needed. Organize 
and manage focus group with 

experts/representatives of the local tourist supply 
chain 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

analysis of local 
tourism supply chain 
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TITLE 

 

Learning outcomes Skills knowledge 

To coordinate actors and stakeholders 

create a win win network, identify 
common goals and ways of working 

make hypothesis of economics aspects and 
solutions 

economics. 
Fundamentals of 
organization and 

management. set up 
and planning 

quantify the investments, hypothesis 
of costs and incomes 

communication 
abilities 

negotiate diverging needs organize meetings with actors communication 
abilities 

To transmit information, ideas, problems and 
solutions to a specialized and non-specialized 

audience. 
 

draft a network structure with duties, 
responsibilities and obligations 

define a structure of  network with duties, 
responsibilities and obligations 

analytic and problem 
solving 

analysis and 
management abilities 

to sign a network agreement and to 
create a business model 

engage private and public actors/stakeholders 
using phone, communications tools, or organizing 

meetings 

communication 
abilities 

analytic and problem 
solving 
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TITLE 

 

Learning outcomes Skills knowledge 

To promote the territory 

create a detailed marketing plan with 
steps, duties and costs 

coordination of operators marketing 
techniques, budgeting 

brand recognition create brand image of area, advertising 
knowledge.  

The development of 
communication and 
promotion strategy 

coordinate design experts and design tools design skills 

web platform develop  platforms for joint marketing with 
computing professionals using hardware and 

software tools 

computer knowledge 

computer techniques 

develop project plan with key 
milestones:  working paper planning  

goals, time-line, and activities 

design of a promotion plan, with  tourist 
resources, checking material and human 

resources available 

organizational 
abilities 

diagram and detail of 
promotion 

alternatives 

provide on-site tourist information create and/or organize tourist informations 
points, human resources, related offices 

management abilities 

Create a cultural and sport catalogue 
with agenda and leisure activities 

organize cultural and sport events, tours, 
itineraries with local agents and local actors 

creativity and 
marketing 

Produce promotional actions put on display tourist products advertising media 

graphic and computer 
material 

diversify  proposals according to 
various clients 

create tailor mad package tours trough customer 
needs analysis and local offers 

marketing rules. 
Customer needs 
analysis and local 

offers 

improve sustainability identification of local offers and activities for 
elders and disables 

Working in contexts of social responsibility 

creativity and 
marketing  

  

organize conferences and meetings promote business tourism, conference, academic 
training, via magazines and publications, relations 

organizational 
abilities, 

communication 
abilities 

Increase: 
geographic diversification 
temporal diversification 

motivational diversification 
Market diversification 

design skills 
 

 

create a win win network, identify 
common goals and ways of working 

make hypothesis of economics aspects and 
solutions  

ability to transmit a technical report of the 
speciality 

Economics. 
Fundamentals of 
organization and 

management. set up 
and planning 
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TITLE 

 

Learning outcomes Skills knowledge 

To manage and solve problems 

monitor profits and expenses 
comparing them with the course of 

the market 

control  profits market research,  
statistics, yearbooks, 
etc, market analysis 

techniques, 
interviews 

get a review of the plan follow up tourism sector companies and public 
administrations, 

communication and 
coordination abilities 

goals of the 
marketing plan 

verify the quality of relationships, 
duties, roles and refreshing needs 

follows up of tourism sector companies and 
public administrations, 

communication and 
coordination abilities 

goals of the network 

Organize specific refresher courses 
every year 

organize training opportunities training methods: 
conference classes, … 

create a quality control document verify tourists' satisfaction using Computer / 
Laptop / tablet /mobile, paper 

Use Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs) to start working processes 
adjusted to the tourist needs of the territory 

organizational 
abilities 
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